Setting up your sponsorship:

1. Identify a group that wants to become Rise Sponsors!

2. Designate one person to be your main point of contact. This will keep communication streamlined. This person will be in charge of passing along communications and will receive messages from CoEd.

3. Make a payment game plan. Will your main contact collect payment from group members monthly? Will you pay once per year? Talk it over with your group!

4. Check out the CoEd website together or contact the Rise Team to be matched with a student!

Tips for your Group:

- You can send letters to your student through your main point of contact. You can also include pictures, so make sure to send one of the whole group!

- When your group gets together, read through your student’s letters or write your next one!

- If you have any questions, you can reach the Rise Team at rise@coeduc.org